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The Ultimate Guide to Smart Apartment Technology: For Property Managers

Introduction
Be a Netflix, not a Blockbuster:
Leveraging Technology to Upgrade Your
Multifamily Community

Remember Blockbuster Video? Founded in Dallas in 1985, the mega-successful
video rental chain quickly came to dominate its industry. In fact, by the late 90s, they
boasted 65 million registered customers and 9,000+ locations spread across the U.S.1
Despite its tremendous string of initial success, Blockbuster failed to keep pace
with its changing business environment. By the time that new technology came
to revolutionize the film distribution industry, Blockbuster had faded away into
bankruptcy.
Netflix, on the other hand, was capitalizing on the technological cues that Blockbuster
had missed. In particular, the promise of technology and how it made looking for
movies so much more convenient by concentrating so many good ones on one single
platform.
1The Rise and Fall of Blockbuster, YouTube
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Luckily, there are smart apartment tools that empower property
managers to be a Netflix and NOT a Blockbuster.

Luckily, there are smart apartment tools that empower property managers to be a
Netflix and NOT a Blockbuster.
Moreover, we are here to tell you all about them.
Multifamily property managers will find the information on smart apartment
technology that follows to be:

Applicable to a
wide variety of
rental properties

How to retain tenants
while also boosting
community security

Centered on
saving property
managers money

Equipped with the information below, we are certain that you will be in a better position
to ensure the continued success of your multifamily rental community or communities.
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What is Smart Apartment Technology?

Water Leak Detected!

Just like we no longer have to run into the store to return our movies, property
managers no longer have to run from unit to unit inspecting their safety devices.
This is because smart apartment technology streamlines this process for you. This type
of automation offers safety alerts through your cell phone and other digital devices
while connecting your community’s various security devices to one single network
(similar to the Netflix concept). This approach enables you to service the needs of your
multifamily rental more efficiently while also maximizing ROI.
One example would be how smart
apartment technology eliminates
unnecessary maintenance expenses,
which you can read more about below.

Schedule Your Free Consultation

Smart apartment technology
eliminates unnecessary
maintenance expenses.
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What is Smart Property Automation?
A smart apartment is an example of how technology gets applied to the multifamily
rental to facilitate greater convenience while boosting profits.
Smart apartments use internet-connected
devices to monitor and manage the home
remotely, using a simple phone application.
This includes everything from appliances and
utilities to temperature and lighting controls.
Think of it this way: just as iOS and Android
connect us to just about all of our daily

Smart apartments use
internet-connected devices
to monitor and manage the
home remotely, using a
simple phone application.

tasks, they now also connect us to our most
important asset—our homes!

Smart apartment technology provides property
managers with 3 C’s:

Connectivity

Convenience

Cost Savings

For instance, PMs now have access to one single online dashboard to manage all of
their community’s safety alerts and devices. Tenants, on the other hand, enjoy an
app-based home-monitoring system through which they can perform security tasks
like locking their front doors, even if they happen to be away from their apartments
at the time.
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What is Inside a Smart Apartment?
Smart apartments can be equipped with any of the following smart devices that allow
for 24/7 monitoring and response:

Smoke detector alerts

Smart lighting control

Thermostat automation

Water leak detectors

Entry sensors for
windows and doors

Motion sensors

Keyless entry or
smart locks

Furthermore, smart apartment devices can all be automated onto one simple
platform that tenants can control from their smartphones.

Smart apartment devices
can all be automated onto
one simple platform.

And remember, in addition to the added safety and convenience, the smart apartment
concept centers on netting property managers more net operating income. But first, a
bit about how smart apartment technology works.
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How Does Smart Apartment Technology
Work?
Smart apartment technology is streamlined in the sense that all of its devices can be
managed over a single software platform (and supporting application or applications).
The platform and application(s) all work together, communicating back and forth with
one single hub in real-time.
A concrete example of this would be how a property manager can view their online
dashboard to see their alerts/ check the general status of all of their smart devices.

How Upgrading to a Smart Apartment
Boosts Net Operating Income
When it comes to running a property, operating expenses can cut into 50% of a property
manager’s overall income. When these expenditures get out of control, net operating
income (NOI) suffers. To avoid this, here are six ways smart apartment technology
improves net operating income.

Schedule Your Free Consultation
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1. Reduced “Money-pit” Expenses
Money-pit expenses can hurt even the most successful property manager’s NOI—
they can even put you in the red. We define “money-pit” expense as any (avoidable)
expenses that drain a property manager’s (PM’s) financial resources.

Examples of money pit expenses include:

Water leaks &
water damage

Needless staffing
expenses

Smart technology helps reduce the cost of money-pit expenses like these by
equipping PMs with smart devices that allow for 24/7 monitoring and 24/7 response
to their communities. An example would be how ballooning expenses due to water
damage become mitigated, since smart water leak sensors immediately notify
managers once a leak has been detected.

Water damage is mitigated,
since smart water leak sensors
immediately notify managers
once a leak has been detected.
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As a result, PMs can dispatch maintenance personnel quickly—and even remotely—
through a single app.
PMs may even find that they are needing to staff less maintenance personnel
altogether.
In addition to stemming the costs of money-pit expenses, a manager’s NOI can also
be impacted by disasters like the ones described below. (Here too, smart technology
comes to the rescue).

2. Disaster Mitigation: Apartment Flooding
Did you know that most renters insurance policies do not cover water damage as it
applies to liability coverage? This can leave PMs like you picking up the tab for these
types of disaster-related expenses.

These costs include:

Waste & water removal
(up to $8,000+)

Mold remediation
(cost: $3,500+ )

Reconstruction
(cost: $70/hr+)

As mentioned previously, smart technology boasts smart leak detectors that catch
water leaks as soon as they occur, preventing costly damages like apartment
flooding.
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Smart leak detectors
that catch water
leaks as soon as they
occur, preventing
costly damages like
apartment flooding.

3. Disaster Mitigation: Fire
In recent years, an estimated 109,700 multifamily residential building fires were
reported within the U.S. annually. This resulted in an estimated $1.4 billion in property
loss. However, by providing managers with real-time smoke alerts, smart smoke
detectors help to eliminate the risk of fire-related expenses.

Schedule Your Free Consultation
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These real-time smoke alerts are synced to a helpful app that can be viewed even
if the PM is not on the property. Limiting the excessive costs due to fire damage is
just another example of how technology improves property managers’ net operating
income.

4. Disaster Mitigation: Burglaries and Break-ins
According to the FBI, there were 346,312 daytime burglaries in 2018.
It is also a well-known fact that residents are particularly vulnerable to break-ins
and burglaries during the summer and holiday seasons. As PMs are responsible for
so many multifamily units (and even multiple communities in some instances), it
is not possible for them and their staff to be everywhere at one time. Additionally, a
community’s vacant (or under-renovation) units are also vulnerable to a break-in.

According to the
FBI, there were
346,312 daytime
burglaries in 2018*

Even if it were possible to monitor every unit in a multifamily community in person,
the staffing costs to do so would greatly decrease NOI. On the other hand, smart
entry sensors do this same work. This easy-to-install technology enables tenants to
remotely access and monitor the status of their unit(s), oftentimes through one single
app. The resulting real-time response and notifications when motion is detected
protect the property from unwanted intruders, driving down NOI costs for PMs.
* 2018 Crime in the United States table, FBI.gov
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5. Justification for Increasing Rent
Why raise rent without raising the unit’s —as well as the community’s —value to the
tenant? Thanks to the features of smart apartment technology described above,
property managers are now able to see robust profit margins while also providing
tenants with exceptional value. With tenants feeling more secure in their communities,
PMs now have a welcome justification for increasing rent.

6. More Lease Renewals
A happy tenant is also a lease-renewing tenant and it is not a stretch to say that—given
their newfound positivity regarding the management of their multifamily rental —
tenants will now recommend their new smart community to a friend.
This game-changer results in fewer vacancies and greater net operating income
for property managers. Research shows that each retained resident is worth an
additional $900 each year, and that is in addition to their rent payments.
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Fewer vacancies and
greater net operating
income for property
managers.

Given that rental units are vacant for an average of 1.5 months, property managers
stand to save an average of $1,350 per retained lessee.
Here is an elaboration of the point above based on the Orange County market: If your
rental price is $1500 a month and the average tenant “lifetime” is 20 months, that is a
lifetime value of $30,000.
What if they stayed an additional 6 months? That is an additional $9,000 generated
from each tenant. Keeping residents in your unit means that you will not have to
market vacancies, and on top of that, you avoid opening yourself to the risk of renting
to a non-paying or problem tenant.

Schedule Your Free Consultation
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Maximizing Your Multi-Family Rental
Income With Smart Apartment Technology

Why Should You Embrace Smart Apartment Technology?
Remember Blockbuster and Netflix? Which of these two would you rather be? In the
first case, a company that had previously been at the top of its game could not keep
pace with emerging technology; their industry was changing and they failed to adapt
to those changes. They went bankrupt as a result, despite having 65 million registered
customers and a strong national brand presence.
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In the case of Netflix, automated technology was adopted early to facilitate the
survival of an emerging brand. As a result, Netflix stormed past survival mode and
into one of the most influential media streaming services in the world. In recent years,
Netflix has boasted roughly 150 million total subscribers.2
The lesson is clear: every company comes to a point in their life cycle where they
have to decide whether they will end up as a Netflix or a Blockbuster.
However, the best intentions are pointless without taking correct action.
By embracing smart apartment technology now, you maximize ROI to secure your
property’s future.

Every company comes to a point
in their life cycle where they have
to decide whether they will end
up as a Netflix or a Blockbuster.

2Netflix- Statistics & Facts, Statista
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Why Change Right Now?
Renters of multifamily units have many options. Whether it’s a high-rise, mid-rise, or
something more modest, hotspots like Los Angeles and Orange County are home to
hundreds of great rental communities. This means that property managers have little
margin for error when it comes to attracting and retaining tenants. PMs can prove the
value of their properties from the start by equipping their units with smart property
technology that makes tenants’ lives easier.
Consider your future tenant’s first impression; keyless entry means that they will now
be able to view units at their own pace without the hard-sell. From here, it will be easy
to demonstrate the convenience and security that renting a smart apartment affords
them. After seeing the types of upgrades their community is willing to give them, there
will be less motivation to look elsewhere.
By attracting and retaining more tenants, streamlining your property with smart
technology enables your business to thrive.

Schedule Your Free Consultation
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Why Choose Arize?
Arize’s suite of smart apartment technology aligns well with the changing needs of
tenants and PMs. The company’s product line-up—which includes smart locks, smoke
detectors, motion sensors, water detectors, and entry sensors—streamlines the way
that successful property management gets done.
Moreover, it avoids the inconvenience of needing to install all of these different
systems independently. Arize’s smart hub allows you to monitor and control all of
your different smart security devices from one app. Installation is always stress-free
since Arize performs 100% of this work for you. You also get a customer support team
comprised of specialists that are available to help you.

Entry Sensors

Motion Sensor

Keyless Entry

Water Leak
Detector

Smoke Detector
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How to Upgrade to a Smart Community
When you choose Arize, upgrading your property to a smart community becomes
straightforward and painless. After scheduling a demo today, Arize’s business
development manager will promptly deliver a full overview of our company’s products
and services. This demo, which is given via a video call, is tailored to the unique needs
of your specific property.

Schedule a demo of Arize’s suite of smart
technology today
Visit ArizeHub.com to Learn More
Contact us by e-mail or phone:
info@ArizeHub.com
(833)383-7962
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Smart solutions for every home

www.ArizeHub.com

